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Abstract 
The main focus of this project was to investigate the protein and DNA components in both 
sebaceous and eccrine fingerprints.  This study investigated the relative content of DNA and 
proteins in eccrine fingerprints to sebaceous fingerprints. All volunteers were instructed to wash 
and dry their hands prior to depositing parallel thumbprints. Twenty volunteers were instructed 
to touch their face to produce sebaceous prints, and 5 volunteers were instructed to wear gloves 
over a heat source to produce sweaty or eccrine prints. Microscopy was used to score the cellular 
debris of the right fingerprint on a scale of 1-4 based on density of cellular debris. The score was 
then compared to the DNA yield and proteins detected in the left fingerprint(s). 
The results of the study illustrated that sebaceous samples had an average DNA yield of 
1101.4 ± 1344.0 pg and eccrine samples had an average DNA yield of 131.7 ± 219.5 pg. The 
difference in DNA yield between the two sample types was significant (p=0.023). The sebaceous 
samples (n=20) had an average count of 26 ± 22 proteins, and the eccrine samples (n=5) had an 
average count of 39 ± 20 proteins. The difference in the number of proteins detected was not 
significant (p=0.153).  The sebaceous samples had better STR quality resulting in 75% full 
profiles compared to the 20% full DNA profiles of eccrine samples. Linear regression results 
indicate a lack of correlation between cellular debris scores and DNA yields in sebaceous 
samples (R=0). A strong correlation between the cellular debris and DNA yield in eccrine 
samples (R=0.80) needs to be confirmed with more samples. Linear regression results show a 
moderate correlation between the cellular debris and number of proteins detected for sebaceous 
and eccrine samples (R=0.39, 0.55, respectively). The results of this study provide additional 
information about donor variability/shedder status, and the content of DNA and proteins in 
fingerprint samples
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Introduction and Literature Review 
Contact Traces  
Forensic DNA analysis has expanded beyond testing body fluids to contact traces. Any touched 
items such as weapons, tools, countertops, glass, and other objects may be a source of DNA and 
can be used for forensic investigations (Ostojic, & Wurmbach, 2017). The other piece of 
evidence on touched items are fingerprints that are commonly used for identification based on 
friction ridge pattern details. Fingerprints encountered at crime scenes can often be distorted or 
smudged leading to insufficient detail to allow for traditional fingerprint comparison (Allen, 
Pogemiller, Joslin, & Gulick, 2008), in these cases fingerprints may be good candidates for DNA 
collection and profiling. In addition to DNA, fingerprints contain other valuable information and 
are a source of biological and chemical substances like caffeine and nicotine metabolites. 
Secreted proteins and metabolites can provide information about the donor’s gender, age, blood 
type, diet, drug use, and health (Van Dam, Van Beek, Aalders, Van Leeuwen, & Lambrechts, 
2016). 
 
DNA typing on single fingerprints was first described in 1997 (van Oorschot & Jones, 1997). 
DNA extraction from fingerprints and touched items can be difficult and result in low DNA 
quantities typically less than 100 pg (Ostojic, et al., 2014). Method optimization has allowed for 
better recovery rates and testing of DNA deposited through handled items (Burrill, Daniel, & 
Frascione, 2019). These methods include collection, extraction, amplification, and detection 
(Van Oorschot, Ballantyne, & Mitchell, 2010). Often this can be enhanced by increasing the 
number of cycles for short tandem repeat (STR) amplification (Gill,, Whitaker., Flaxman, 
Brown, & Buckleton, 2000; Roeder, Elsmore, Greenhalgh, & Mcdonald, 2009), or increasing 
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voltage/injection time for capillary electrophoresis (Caragine et al., 2009; Westen et al, 2009). 
An example for an exploration of fingerprint DNA success rates is the research by Ostojic et al. 
(2014), who analyzed 700 single fingerprints using two different swabbing solutions, three 
different extraction methods, and three STR amplification methods. There was not a statistical 
difference in DNA concentration or STR quality between both swabbing solutions, Triton X-100 
detergent, and water. The “one-tube” extraction method had a lower DNA yield than the 
HighSens (OCME, New York, NY) and Zygem ® (MicroGEM, Charlottesville, VA) methods. 
The HighSens  method provided the most DNA, which could be explained by the additional 
purification /concentration steps in this method. Like many studies on touched objects, different 
study participants left different amounts of DNA behind (Ostojic et al, 2014). This donor 
variability affects the success rates for DNA testing from touched objects and has been the 
subject of further research. 
 
Donor Variability 
Lowe, Murray, Whitaker, Tully, & Gill  (2002) and Farmen, Jaghø, Cortez, & Frøyland (2008) 
both tested individuals by having them touch a standardized object under the same conditions 
and then recovered their DNA. Based on their DNA results, they separated shedders into two 
categories good shedders and poor shedders, which is dependent on an individual’s ability to 
leave DNA traces.  The large variation in cell deposits and amounts of DNA present is affected 
by many factors including shedder status, personal habits, skin dryness, handwashing, and the 
substrate touched (Zoppis et al., 2014). These inter-individual differences are supported by 
several studies describing the range of DNA recovered from touched items to be between 0 and 
169 ng (Oleiwi, Morris, Schmerer, & Sutton., 2015).  Oleiwi et al. (2015) also found a difference 
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between the shedding propensity of different types of skin, specifically the palm and middle 
finger. This study found the fingers shed more DNA than the palm, which could be explained by 
the difference of thickness and location of stratum corneum (Oleiwi et al., 2015). There is a 
question, if this shedding propensity is an inherent quality or can change for the same individual 
over different days. A study conducted by Quinones & Daniel (2012) also found both inter- and 
intra-individual differences for DNA levels during a 3-day sampling period. Some researchers 
such as Oleiwi et al (2015) found wide inter- and intra-individual differences in a study 
investigating the DNA retrieval from fingerprint samples from six different individuals over four 
sampling periods. The intra-individual differences support the findings of Linacre, Pekarek, 
Swaran, & Tobe (2010) , which suggest shedder status is affected by multiple factors and 
classifying individuals is difficult. A later paper by the Linacre group also working on 
fingerprints on glass found better reproducibility of shedding propensity for the same individuals 
and over three collection events (Kanokwongnuwut, Martin, Kirkbride, & Linacre, 2018). This 
indicates more work needs to be done on this topic.  
 
Shedder variability is important in forensic casework since it affects the probability of detecting 
somebody’s DNA after a secondary (passive) transfer and the persistence of a previous toucher’s 
DNA on an item. Studies have found that genetic information can be obtained not only from the 
last person to have touched an item, but also donors who previously touched the item (van 
Oorschot & Jones, 1997). This study also found that a 1-minute handshake can result in enough 
DNA transfer to cause passive transfer. Zoppis, et al. (2014) concluded that secondary DNA 
transfer with ideal conditions (clean substrates and hand washing), can result in a full profile of 
an individual from an item he/she did not touch, and vice versa the absence of a profile of the 
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person touching the item. These claims were supported by Lowe et al., (2002), but shedder status 
played an important role. If the strongest profile was not from the last person to have touched the 
item, the previous person touching always had been a good shedder. More research on transfer 
and persistence is in progress, as is research on the origin of DNA present in fingerprints.  
 
Source of DNA 
According to Girod, Ramotowski, & Weyermann (2012), the major component of fingerprints is 
sweat originating from eccrine, sebaceous, and apocrine glands. Eccrine glands can be found 
throughout the body, specifically found on the soles of feet and palms of hands. Sebaceous 
glands are found on parts of the body where hair follicles are present, and these glands secrete 
sebum (Girod et al., 2012). Since human behavior involves frequent face touching, sebum is 
commonly found in fingerprints despite the absence of sebaceous glands (Van Dam et al., 2016). 
DNA left on items can be explained by the constant migration of cells from the inner layer 
toward the outer layer of the epidermis. Over time these cells will reach the surface, and 
shedding will cause the transfer of cells to touched items (Templeton & Linacre, 2014; 
Quinones, & Daniel, 2012). Quinones & Daniel (2012) emphasized it is important to “improve 
our understanding of the source and nature of DNA transferred through touch” for method 
optimization for touch DNA samples. 
 
A review by Eckhart et al. (2013) examines cell death by cornification and describes how the 
epidermis consists of layers of various stages of keratinocyte differentiation. The stages include 
from the innermost to outermost layer the basal, spinous, granular, and cornified envelopes. 
These stages can be distinguished morphologically and by the expression of certain proteins. The 
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cells of the basal layer can proliferate and provide new cells that will differentiate towards the 
outer surface of the skin. Common markers for the basal layer include keratin 5 and keratin 14. 
Cells of the spinous layer no longer divide and express markers such as keratin 1 and keratin 10 
and caspase-14. The final fully differentiated keratinocyte is the end product of cornification and 
called a corneocyte. The process of shedding the outer layer of corneocytes is called 
desquamation. During the transition from granular to the outermost layer (cornified envelope), 
several markers are expressed including the activation of caspase-14, degradation of filaggrin, 
and the presence of lipids and desquamation enzymes (Eckhart et al., 2013).  
 
Cellular debris on touched objects is expected to contain mostly corneocytes, and the question is, 
if these cells still contain DNA. Cornification occurs due to permanent cell cycle arrest and 
programmed cell death. Upon the removal of cell organelles, including the nucleus, keratin fills 
the cell primarily to provide mechanical strength (Ostojic, et al., 2014). Thus corneocytes, are 
anucleate and would not be a good source of DNA for touched objects. Nevertheless several 
studies (focusing on DNA recovery) have stated touch DNA originates from sloughed 
corneocytes (Farmen et al., 2008; Goray, Mitchell,  & van Oorschot, 2010; Hanson, & 
Ballantyne, 2013; Nunn, 2013). Research employing microscopic examinations have found a 
combination of possible DNA sources. Two groups characterized cellular components of 
fingerprints and could show that visible components of fingerprints are not only anucleated 
corneocytes but also nucleated corneocytes, and stripped nuclei (Alessandrini et al., 2003; van 
Oorschot & Jones, 1997). A study conducted by Zoppis et al. (2014) explored the connection 
between STR success rates and visible corneocytes. The samples were collected before 
handwashing, 10 minutes after handwashing with regular soap and air, and 10 minutes after deep 
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hand washing with antiseptic soap and air drying.  This study concluded that more DNA 
mixtures were present when donors did not wash their hands prior to depositing fingerprints. 
Handwashing with regular soap and antiseptic soap both yielded STR results that were not 
useful. The microscopic analysis illustrated some individuals shed more than others, but found 
that the density of corneocytes did not correlate to STR success, only DNA concentration was an 
important indicator of STR profile quality (Zoppis, et al. 2014).  
 
Even though a large portion of shed corneocytes do not contain nuclei, DNA can still be 
collected and STR profiles can be generated (Kita, Yamaguchi, Yokoyama, Tanaka, T. & 
Tanaka, N., 2008; Lowe et al., 2002). This suggests the source of DNA may be extracellular 
DNA from other body surfaces, including sebaceous skin, that was transported by the shed cells 
or liquid secretions. This has been investigated by several authors. Linacre et al. (2010) stated 
cell free nucleic acids, present in sweat, may contribute to the DNA in touch samples. The 
presence of cell free DNA has been a research topic in clinical diagnostics targeting, for example 
urine and serum. Cell free DNA levels may vary as a function of many factors including 
biological and environmental conditions. This has not been explored for forensic samples but, for 
example the amount of cell free DNA present in plasma of healthy individuals ranged from 10 - 
30 ng/ul (Atamaniuk, 2004). Another forensic study found cell free single stranded DNA was 
present on the outer skin layer, and concluded the source of DNA from fingerprints was sloughed 
off corneocytes in addition to DNA from sebaceous and sweat gland secretions (Kita et al., 
2008).  
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Stanciu, Philpott, Kwon, Bustamante, & Ehrhardt  (2015) also examined the cellular composition 
of touch DNA samples. Their study was conducted by instructing volunteers to hold a tube in 
their hand for five minutes. The tubes were swabbed, and cells eluted in sterile water. Flow 
cytometry results show two distinct cell fractions in the touch samples, namely fully 
differentiated keratinocytes (corneocytes) and cellular debris/fragments.  Buccal cells were not 
detected in any of the touch samples, which contradicts the findings of Warshauer, Marshall, 
Kelley, King, & Budowle (2012) and Sterling, et al. (2019). The transfer of cells from washed 
hands was greater than unwashed hands. However, again the number of cells was not a reliable 
predictor of DNA yield and only eight out of 51 touch samples had amplifiable nuclear DNA 
from the cell pellet fraction. The DNA recovery from the cell pellet in both washed and 
unwashed hands was low. The DNA recovery from extracellular fraction of washed hands 
ranged from 0 to 0.242 ng. For unwashed hands, the DNA recovery from extracellular fraction 
was 0 to 4.646 ng. The authors state that 84-100% of DNA detected in their touch samples was 
extracellular (Stanciu et al., 2015). The significance of extracellular DNA in touch samples is 
also supported by previous studies by Vandewoestyne, Hoofstat, Franssen, Nieuwerburgh, & 
Deforce, (2013) and Quinones & Daniel (2012).  
 
Quinones & Daniel (2012) investigated cell free nucleic acids in sweat to determine, if there was 
a contributing factor to DNA recovered from touched samples. To produce cell free sweat 
samples, sweat was collected directly from the skin and multiple centrifugation steps were done 
to remove cells from the samples. The samples produced 40% full profiles and 40% partial 
profiles with DNA recovery ranging from 0 to 7ng. The mechanism for presence of cell free 
nucleic acids in sweat is not known, but it is likely to follow a similar excretion mechanism 
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through the sweat ducts like other metabolites. In this study, both inter- and intra-individual 
differences were observed for DNA levels during the 3-day sampling period. One individual had 
a 10 ng increase between two sampling days (Quinones & Daniel 2012). Vandewoestyne, et al. 
(2013) investigated the presence of cell free DNA in different types of forensic samples 
including blood, cigarette buds, clothing, contact traces, nail cleaners, saliva (with and without 
potential skin contact) and vomit. Their study created cell pellet and supernatant fractions for 
100 different samples, and compared the DNA detectability for all fractions. This study found 
cell free DNA was present in 90% of the supernatant fractions. Although the supernatant 
generally produced less alleles than the cell pellet fraction, some alleles were detected in the 
supernatant that were not detected in the cell pellet. The additional alleles detected in the 
supernatant added value to the DNA profile. Cell free DNA from the supernatant had an added 
value to 25% of saliva samples, 21.4% of saliva samples with potential skin contact, 15.4% of 
the clothing samples, and 32.1% of the contact traces. Vandewoestyne et al. (2013) findings are 
particularly important because some DNA extraction methods discard the supernatant, which has 
been shown to still contain DNA.  
 
The fact that DNA on touched objects is both associated with cells and cell free DNA means it is 
critical that recovery and extraction methods target both components. This theory also explains 
the lack of correlation between cell density and DNA content described in the literature (Zoppis 
et al 2014; Stanciu et al., 2015). Ostojic, et al. (2014) compared extraction methods and assigned 
cell density scores to 700 single fingerprints. They found there was no correlation between cell 
counts and DNA typing success. On the other hand. a more recent study conducted by 
Kanokwongnuwut et al., (2018) utilizing a DNA binding dye and direct PCR found a correlation. 
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They were able to predict the quality of the resulting STR profile based on the counted cell 
nuclei for most of their subjects, but this was dependent on shedder status. Of 11 volunteers, 
three were high shedders with full STR profiles and high DNA signal, five were designated 
intermediate shedders, where it was not always possible to predict resulting STR profiles due to 
variation in profile coverage and profile RFU, and three were low shedders with partial profile 
and low DNA signal (Kanokwongnuwut et al., 2018). This study not only illustrates a correlation 
between stained nuclei and the resulting STR profile, but infers that the difficulty of predicting 
STR success through cell counts is more prevalent with intermediate shedders. 
 
Forensic Proteomics  
Studies suggest proteins are a major component of fingerprints (Ramotowaski, 2001; Girod et al., 
2012; Oonk, Schuurmans, Pabst, Louis, & Puit, M. D., 2018). Proteins are considered less 
susceptible to UV damage and oxidation than DNA and should be more stable at the crime scene 
(Mason, Anex, Grey, Hart, & Parker,  2018). DNA content in fingerprints is generally low and 
can degrade as a result of unfavorable environmental conditions or over time (Ostojic & 
Wurmbach, 2017). For smudged fingerprints and/or touched objects where only small amounts 
or degraded DNA can be obtained, an alternate method of identification would be beneficial. As 
stated by Sterling et al. (2019), advancements in instrumentation and data analysis software have 
allowed for proteomics to be applied to forensic investigations. Proteomics is carried out with 
high resolution mass spectrometer coupled to a high-performance liquid chromatography 
apparatus (Eckhart et al. 2013). The injected samples undergo ionization, separation occurs as 
the peptides travel through a capillary column, and spectra are collected as the sample elutes 
from the column in real time. A proteomic database can be searched to identify peptides based 
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on the resulting spectra and their amino acid sequence. Based on the peptides present, protein 
inferences can be made. Research has shown the use of proteomics for common forensic 
samples.  
 
One example of a forensic application of proteomics is the identification of body fluids and 
species identification using mass spectrometry instrumentation (Yang, Zhou, Deng, Prinz, & 
Siegel, 2013; Pascoal et al., 2012). Proteins also have genetic variation, specifically genetically 
variant peptides (GVPs) that correspond to DNA single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 
which could theoretically allow for additional genetic information to be obtained from samples 
with degraded DNA. Proteomic genotyping can detect GVP profiles in skin deposits that can be 
used to infer SNP alleles, be compared to a person of interest, and to estimate random match 
probabilities (RMPs) (Borja et al., 2019). Proteomic genotyping has been successfully applied to 
several challenging types of forensic evidence including bone, hair, and fingerprints. 
 
Bone is a good example for the usefulness of proteomic approaches. The main protein present in 
cortical bone is collagen alpha-1 (I) chain and collagen alpha -1 (II) chain (Mason et al., 2018). 
When DNA is insufficient, collagen proteins have been detected in compromised and fossilized 
remains (Carter, 2015; Harbeck et al., 2011). This technique is referred to as “collagen 
fingerprinting”. An example for this is successful collagen fingerprinting in hominin bone 
fragments, where radiocarbon dating revealed the bones to be >50,000 years old (Brown, et al. 
2016).  Mason et al. (2018) investigated genetically variant peptides from rib bones of five 
deceased males and five deceased females. Their methods included an acid extraction and trypsin 
digest. The peptides were separated using liquid chromatography coupled with mass 
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spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The results of this study detected 15 proteins, and identified 35 
GVPs. This allowed for SNP allele inferences to be made, which were confirmed by DNA 
sequencing. The genetic profiles varied in power of discrimination and the random match 
probabilities between an unknown bone and its source ranged from 1 in 6 to 1 in 42,472.  The 
results of this study confirm the potential of GVPs to provide genetic information for comprised 
samples when DNA is insufficient.  
 
Human and animal hair are an important type of trace evidence that may be found at crime 
scenes. Without a root, hair shafts alone typically do not provide an adequate amount of nuclear 
DNA, which results in negative or very low quality STR profiles, making mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) analysis the standard forensic approach for hair (Butler, 2012). Mitochondrial DNA is 
present in higher copy numbers and is more likely to survive unfavorable environmental 
conditions than nuclear DNA (Mcnevin, Wilson-Wilde, Robertson,  Kyd, & Lennard, 2005). Due 
to its uniparental inheritance a mtDNA sequence is considered a haplotype, cannot distinguish 
between maternal relatives and generally generates low match probabilities (Butler, 2012). With 
hair being a keratin rich tissue type, Parker et al. (2016) were interested in applying proteomics 
to hair samples. Similar to previous proteomic studies, trypsin was used to digest the proteins in 
the hair samples, followed by LC-MS/MS analysis to separate the peptides. This study analyzed 
hair shaft samples and the total number of peptides identified ranged from 376 to 18,563. The 
number of unique spectra ranged from 156 to 2591. The majority of identified proteins for each 
individual were keratin and keratin associated proteins. A total of 596 SNPs were confirmed with 
Sanger sequencing. The SNPs profiles had a maximum discriminatory power of 1 in 12,500, 
which is comparable to what can be obtained through mtDNA testing (Parker et al., 2016).  
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Carlson, Moini, Eckenrode, Allred, & Donfack, (2018) were interested in developing a method 
for protein extraction from head hairs in the active growth phase. This study examined hair 
samples (without visible soft tissue), and cut into 200-400 μm sections. Their methods included 
dithiothreitol (DTT), urea, and ammonium bicarbonate based extraction and trypsin digestion. 
Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) results identified 
3409 peptides. Of these peptides, 1507 were unique and came from 63 different proteins.  A 
comparison of shaft and root sections illustrated 42 proteins were detected in both types and 16 
were only found in the shaft section. Only 3 out of 16 were keratin proteins, suggesting there was 
a physiological difference between metabolically active and inactive hair.  Overall, in all hair 
samples the majority (60%) of the proteins identified were keratin or keratin associated proteins 
(Carlson et al., 2018). This study illustrates a successful protein extraction method for hair 
samples, and again demonstrates the potential use of proteomics in hair examination.  
 
As explained above, touch DNA is another type of evidence that often yields low amounts of 
DNA and can produce low quality STR profiles making this sample type a good candidate for 
GVP analysis. An evaluation of the skin proteome found an abundance of proteins including 
keratin (Rice et al., 2013). But GVPs are SNPs and mostly bi-allelic which means that even a 
large number of GVPs will never reach the discriminatory power of a few multi-allelic STR 
polymorphisms. A successful STR profile also has the advantage of being compatible with the 
FBI Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) DNA database, potentially leading to an unknown 
suspect (Butler, 2011). Accordingly, Sterling et al. (2019) tried to combine both targets while 
investigating touch DNA on unfired brass cartridges.  This method included a trypsin based co-
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extraction of DNA to be processed for STR profiles and peptides for mass spectrometry. This 
study found the collection of fingerprint samples with a tape lifting or a swabbing technique 
resulted in similar DNA yields.  The mass spectrometry analysis detected 95 proteins and there 
was no statistical difference between the two collection methods. Several of the proteins detected 
were keratins; keratin 2 and keratin 9 were the most prominent in the samples. The 40 most 
abundant proteins detected in the fingerprint samples were consistent with previous studies on 
the skin proteome, hair, or fingerprint samples (Rice et al., 2013; Carlson et al., 2018); Parkinson 
et al. 2014; Uhlen et al., 2015) thus confirming the effectiveness of the modified trypsin 
digestion and purification. The protein lysozyme was also detected and is present in saliva, nasal, 
mucus, and tears (NCBI #4069). This finding contradicts Stanciu et al., (2015) which did not 
detect saliva in fingerprint samples, but is consistent with the finding of Warshauer et al. (2012). 
Similar to DNA recovery amounts, Sterling et al. (2019) also observed individual variation in 
number of proteins detected and concluded that shedding propensity also applies to proteomic 
testing (Sterling et al., 2019).  
 
Borja et al. (2019) characterized and validated genetically variant peptides that could be expected 
to occur in the fingerprint proteome, specifically the proteins in epidermal corneocytes. The goal 
of this study was to discover, characterize and validate potential GVP in these cells. They found 
a total of 60 different GVPs, for each individual an average of 28.8 ± 4.4 GVPs were detected. 
This allowed for 264 SNP inferences to be made. The genotype frequencies produced a median 
random match probability of 1 in 2.4 x 106, which is comparable to a partial STR profile with 
approximately four STR loci (Borja et al., 2019). The successful detection of GVPs in fingerprint 
samples confirms the potential value of simultaneous DNA and protein testing can add to contact 
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trace analysis. If GVPs are located in proteins associated with corneocytes, detection rates may 
theoretically be associated with shedding propensity and the number of cells left behind in a 
fingerprint.  
 
Purpose of Study  
In this study, genomic and proteomic information was obtained from fingerprint samples using a 
trypsin-based simultaneous DNA and protein extraction method. The two sample types of 
interest were sebaceous (n=20) and eccrine (n=5) fingerprints. This study generated parallel 
fingerprint samples deposited onto adjacent glass slides. For each donor, one print was processed 
for genomic/proteomic analysis, and the other print was processed for microscopic examination. 
The goals of this study were to (1) determine if a correlation exists between cellular debris in 
fingerprints and the amounts of DNA and protein present, (2) investigate the relative amounts of 
DNA and protein in both sebaceous and eccrine samples, and (3) discover the most abundant 
proteins in both sample types.
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Methods and Materials 
Sample Collection 
Upon approval from the institutional review board (IRB #2016-0064), 25 volunteers were 
recruited using flyers, and samples were collected anonymously. Twenty volunteers were 
instructed to wash their hands with soap and water, and dry thoroughly before donating to 
remove all foreign DNA. Volunteers rubbed their fingertips on their face focusing primarily on 
the nose and forehead for 15 seconds to generate sebaceous prints and rubbed their fingertips 
together for 15 seconds to create an even distribution of cellular material. Glass slides were 
cleaned with 10% bleach, reverse osmosis water, and 70% ethanol. Parallel thumb prints (left 
and right) were deposited on separate glass slides for 5 seconds.  
  
Five additional volunteers were instructed to remove all foreign DNA as previously described 
and then donate eccrine prints. These volunteers wore gloves over a hot plate for 15 minutes to 
promote sweating. Volunteers rubbed fingertips together for 15 seconds. Parallel thumb prints 
were deposited onto clean glass slides for 5 seconds, and a middle finger print was deposited 
onto the left-hand slide for 5 seconds. The additional print was deposited on the left-hand slide 
because a low amount of DNA was expected from the eccrine fingerprints. Reference buccal 
samples were collected for all volunteers using Cap-Shure 6” Sterile cotton swabs (Puritan, 
Guilford, ME). 
 
Microscopic Analysis 
The right thumbprint from both sebaceous and eccrine fingerprints were processed for 
microscopy analysis the day of collection. The glass slides were placed on the Amscope light 
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microscope (Irvine, California, USA) under 40X magnification. The entire fingerprint was 
examined, and a photograph was taken of an area representative of the unstained fingerprint 
using the Amscope camera and software (Irvine, California, USA). The photograph was used to 
score the cellular debris of the fingerprint. The photograph was also used to count the number of 
dark particles present in only one square of the photograph. This was done by selecting the auto-
grid overlay feature (each square: 500 pixel x 500 pixel) under set up on the AmScope software. 
 
Then, the cellular material on the glass slides were fixed by heating at 100°F for 10 seconds. 
Stain A from the Christmas Tree stain kit (Serological Research Institute, Richmond, CA, USA) 
was added to cover the fingerprint and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. The slides 
were rinsed with reverse osmosis water. Photographs were taken under the 40X and 400X. The 
unstained and stained photographs taken at 40X were used for scoring based on overall cellular 
material present 1-4 (4 being the densest). The stained photograph taken at 400X was used to 
count the number of red nuclei in the photograph.  
 
DNA and Protein Co-Extraction 
The extraction was done with personal protective equipment under a biological hood using clean 
tools to prevent contamination. A CEP swab (Fitzco, Spring Park, MN) was pre-wet with 60 µL 
of digestion buffer consisting of 0.5 M Dithiothreitol (DDT), 1% Protease Max, and fresh 50 
mM ammonium bicarbonate. The left thumb prints on glass slides were collected with the pre-
wet swab. The swab head was removed and placed in a UV irradiated 1.5 mL microcentrifuge 
tube (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) with clean tweezers. An extraction negative containing 
digestion buffer without DNA template was run with every batch of samples. 100 µL of the 
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digestion buffer described above was added to the tube with the swabs while ensuring the swab 
was completely submerged in the buffer. The samples were incubated at 56°C for 20 minutes 
while shaking at 1400 rpm. 1 µL of trypsin (0.1ug/µL) was added to the samples followed by an 
incubation at 37°C for 3 hours while shaking at 1400 rpm. The trypsin was deactivated by 
incubating at 99°C for 10 minutes, and the samples were cooled at 4°C for 10 minutes.  
 
The substrate was transferred to a spin basket inside a UV irradiated dolphin tube 
(MIDScientific, Valley Park, MO), and was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1500 rcf. The sample 
extract from the original 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube and dolphin tube was added to the 
Ultracel® cellulose membrane unit of a Microcon® DNA Fast Flow tube (Millipore,Burlington, 
MA). The samples were centrifuged at 500 rcf for 20 minutes. The flow-through was transferred 
to a clean Protein LoBind 0.5 mL microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). The 
volume was measured and recorded. These protein fractions were immediately stored at -80°C.  
20 µL of deionized water was added to the microcon membrane unit, and the membrane unit was 
inverted. The samples were centrifuged at 1000 rcf for 3 minutes to collect the DNA fraction. 
The volume was measured and recorded. The DNA fractions were stored at -20°C. 
 
DNA quantification 
Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed using the Quantifiler Trio kit on the 
7500 Real-Time PCR system (both Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA). Five standards were prepared in serial dilution for a final concentration of 50 ng/µL, 5 
ng/µL, 0.5 ng/µL, 0.05 ng/µL, 0.005ng/µL using the Quantifiler THP DNA standard stock and 
Quantifiler THP DNA dilution buffer. Quantifiler Trio master mix was prepared with 5µL of 
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Quantifiler THP PCR Reaction Mix and 4µL Quantifiler Trio Primer Mix per sample. 9µL of the 
master mix and 2µL of DNA fraction or extraction negative sample was loaded onto 
MicroAmp™ Optical 96-Well Reaction Plates (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA). Two samples, without DNA template, called non-template controls 
(NTC) were used as negative controls. The plate was sealed with MicroAmp Optical Adhesive 
film (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), bubbles were removed, 
and the plate was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds using the Eppendorf 5430R Centrifuge 
(Hamburg, Germany).  The plate was placed inside the 7500 Real-Time PCR instrument. The 
parameters of the PCR were an initial incubation at 95°C for 11 mins, then a sequence of 94°C 
for 20 seconds, 59°C for 2 minutes, and 72°C for 1 minute was cycled 30 times, a final extension 
at 60°C for 45 minutes, and lastly a hold at 4°C. The PCR results were analyzed in the 7500 HID 
Real-Time PCR software according to the Applied Biosystems instructions. 
 
STR Amplification  
The DNA extracts were amplified using the AmpFlSTR® Identifiler® Plus kit on the GeneAmp 
9700 PCR system (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Full 
volume reactions were prepared with 10 µL of Master Mix, 5 µL of Primer Set, and 10 µL of 
DNA extracts, A positive control was prepared by adding 2.5 µL of 9947A control DNA with 
2.5 µL of Tris EDTA (TE) buffer. A negative control was prepared without DNA template. The 
reference DNA extracts were first diluted with TE buffer to 500 pg, and then was added to the 
half-volume reaction.  The cycling parameters were an initial incubation at 95°C for 11 minutes, 
then 94°C for 20 seconds and 59°C for 3 minutes cycled 29 times, a hold at 60°C for 10 minutes, 
and lastly a hold at 4°C.  The PCR products were stored at 4°C. 
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3500 Genetic Analyzer and STR Profiles 
Capillary electrophoresis was performed on the 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems by 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). For each sample, a mixture of 0.36µL of Genescan 
600 LIZ Standard v2.0 (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and 10 
µL of Hi-Di Formamide was added into wells in the MicroAmp Optical 96-well Reaction plate. 
1.2 µL of PCR product of the samples and controls were added to its respective well. An allelic 
ladder diluted 1:3 in reverse osmosis water was ran with each injection.  The MicroAmp Optical 
96-well Reaction plate was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. Then, the plate was heated at 
95°C for 5 minutes and cooled at 4°C for 4 minutes. The capillary length was 36 cm, and the 
polymer used was POP-4 (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) . 
The injection voltage was set to 1.2 kV or 2.4 kV for 15 seconds.  The data was analyzed on 
GeneMapper ID-X v1.5 (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), and a 
detection threshold of 50 rfu was employed.    
 
DNA Reference Samples 
A buccal reference sample was anonymously collected from volunteers and processed separately 
from the touch DNA samples. Both sides of the inner cheek of each volunteer were swabbed 
using Cap-Shure 6” Sterile cotton swabs (Puritan, Guilford, ME). One-third of the swab was cut 
using clean scissors and placed in 1.5 microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) 
with 150 µL of 5% Chelex (Biorad, Hercules, CA). An extraction negative was simultaneous run 
with each batch of reference samples. The samples incubated at 56°C for 30 minutes while 
shaking at 1400 rpm. The samples were incubated at 99°C for 10 minutes and then incubated at 
4°C for 5 minutes. The samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rcf for 3 minutes. 100 µL of the 
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supernatant was transferred to a clean 0.5 mL tube. The DNA extracts were processed using the 
same protocol for quantification, PCR, and electrophoresis as described above. The reference 
STR profile was compared to the fingerprint sample. Each fingerprint STR profile was classified 
as either full (complete genotypes at all STR loci), high partial (>=8 complete consistent STR 
loci), low partial (<8 complete consistent loci), and not suitable for comparison (no complete 
heterozygote STR loci). 
 
Peptide Quantification  
Protein fractions were quantified using Pierce™ Quantitative Fluorometric Peptide Assay 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) on the Synergy Microplate Reader (Biotek, Vermont, 
USA). A total of 8 standards were prepared by diluting Peptide Digest Assay Standard (1mg/mL) 
to the following concentrations: 1000 µg/ mL, 500 µg/ mL, 250 µg/ mL, 125 µg/ mL, 62.5 µg/ 
mL, 31.3 µg/ mL, 15.6 µg/ mL, 7. 8 µg/ mL. Samples were prepared in 96-Well Plate by added 
10 µL of peptide extract, 70 µL Fluorometric Peptide Assay Buffer, and 20µL of Fluorometric 
Peptide Assay Reagent to each respective well. A negative control was also run with Assay 
Buffer and Assay Reagent, but without peptide template.  The reaction was complete in 5 
minutes and the fluorescence was measured using Excitation/Emission at 390 nm/ 475 nm. The 
concentrations of the extracts were calculated using a standard curve.  
 
 LC-MS/MS Analysis 
Aqueous protein fractions were shipped to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 
autosampler compatible sample vials (Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA) on dry ice. Without 
further treatment, 1 uL of peptide digest was injected into Q Exactive Plus Orbitrap Quadrupole-
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Mass Spectrometer fitted with Easy-nLC 1000 HPLC (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 
Data analysis was completed by the LLNL team working on genetically variable proteins using 
Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). LC-MS/MS results for each 
sample and the controls consisted of the number of identified proteins, the number of overall 
peptide peaks, and the number of unique peptide peaks.   
 
Statistical Analysis 
Mann-Whitney U test was carried out to evaluate the difference in yields between the two 
fingerprint types, sebaceous and eccrine. The following open access website was employed to 
evaluate the difference: (http://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/mannwhitney/Default2.aspx.). 
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to compare the different means of the 
microscopy scores with respect to the DNA and protein yield using R-Studio (R Core Team 
2018). All significance was determined at the 0.05 level. Linear regression analysis was also 
performed to determine whether or not correlations exist between the microscopy scores and the 
recovered DNA yield and numbers of proteins detected.  
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Results and Discussion 
The first goal of this project was to examine fingerprints placed on glass slides to determine a 
possible correlation between the cellular material present and the DNA and protein amount 
recovered from the sample. The second goal of this project was to investigate the DNA and 
protein contents in eccrine samples relative to sebaceous samples. Data were generated by 
quantifying DNA and protein components for each fingerprint and processing DNA extracts to 
generate STR profiles, as well as protein extracts to detect the number of proteins within the 
sample. Lastly, microscopy was used to visualize and categorize the cellular residue deposited 
onto the glass slides. 
 
DNA  
All samples were quantified using half reactions of the Quantifiler Trio Quantification Kit. The 
concentration was multiplied by the elution volume to calculate the total DNA yield for each 
sample. Figure 1 illustrates the DNA yield for sebaceous and eccrine samples. After 
quantification the samples were amplified with Identifiler Plus Amplification Kits to generate 
STR profiles. A heat map was created to demonstrate the STR results. Table 1 and table 2 show 
the STR results for the sebaceous and eccrine samples, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the 
STR results into profile categories. 
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Figure 1. DNA Yield for Sebaceous (n=20) and Eccrine (n=5) Fingerprint Samples 
The box and whisker plot shown above in Figure 1 illustrates the DNA yield for sebaceous and 
eccrine samples. The boxes represent the interquartile ranges, the line represents the median 
values, and the “X” represents the averages. The sebaceous samples (n=20) had an average DNA 
yield of 1101.4 ± 1344.0 pg. The eccrine samples (n=5) has an average DNA yield of 131.7 ± 
219.5 pg. Two of the sebaceous samples were outliers with values greater than 4000pg. The large 
standard deviation for both sample types reflects the wide range of DNA yields, which can be 
due to the expected variation in different individuals’ shedder status as explained by 
Kanokwongnuwut et al. (2018), Zoppis et al. (2014), and other studies. Previous research has 
found DNA extraction from touched items typically yield less than 100 pg (Ostojic et al, 2014). 
However, the extraction method used in this study recovered less than 100 pg in only 15% of 
sebaceous samples and 80% of eccrine samples.  
 
A Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the DNA yields of sebaceous and eccrine 
fingerprint samples. The p value for the comparison of DNA yields was 0.023, which indicates 
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the difference in DNA yields from both sample types is statistically significant. Looking at the 
data one can see that, the sebaceous samples showed nearly a ten-fold increase in average DNA 
yield when compared to eccrine samples. The low DNA yield from eccrine is supported by a 
previous study by Goray et al. (2018). In this study, donors who wore gloves within four hours of 
deposited a significantly lower quantity of DNA. The authors explain this may have been due to 
(1) more frequent hand washing for individuals who wore gloves or (2) the DNA being 
transferred from the hand to the inner surface of the glove. Since our eccrine donors did not wash 
their hands, the latter reason is more probable with this study. 
 
 The average DNA yield obtained from sebaceous samples was larger than a previous study 
using the same extraction method, which had an average of 745.26pg for a set of 10 single 
sebaceous thumb prints on glass (Kranes et al., 2017). This could be explained to some degree by 
donor to donor variation, the other difference between the two studies is the collection swab. 
Kranes et al. (2017) used sterile Fisherbrand coiled polyester swabs, while this study used CEP 
swabs consisting of layers of cotton paper. The increase in recovered DNA suggest the CEP 
swab may be a better collection swab. Another study employing the DNA-protein co-extraction 
method recovered 1.34 ± 3.04 ng from fingerprints (n=10) on unfired brass cartridges (Sterling et 
al., 2019), which is also comparable to the results of this study. Sterling et al. (2019) also 
investigated degradation (n=20) with the Quantifiler Kit targets and found moderate degradation 
of all the samples (degradation index >1), and five of the samples had degradation values 
indicating as severe degradation (degradation index >10). The Quantifiler Trio kit has four 
targets: large autosomal, small autosomal, internal positive control, and Y target. The DNA 
degradation index can be computed by comparing the large and small autosomal targets. A 
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degradation value >1 indicates moderate degradation and >10 indicates severe degradation. The 
greater the ratio between the DNA values for the small and large autosomal targets, the greater 
the degradation of the sample. For this study, the average degradation indices of sebaceous and 
eccrine samples were calculated to be 1.5 and 1.7, respectively. The majority of the sebaceous 
samples had a degradation value slightly above or below 1, and four samples had values ranging 
2 - 3.7. The eccrine samples had one sample with a degradation value below 1, two had a value 
of 1.5, one had a value of 2, and the last sample had a value of 3. The lower degradation value 
observed in these samples may have resulted from a difference in the substrate. Sterling et al. 
(2019) instructed volunteers to deposit fingerprint samples onto brass cartridge, which can 
promote oxidation and be problematic for DNA. The samples in this study were deposited onto 
glass slides.  
 
In Table 1, the colored squares represent the results of each STR locus. Identifiler Plus PCR 
amplification kit allows for the amplification of 15 STR loci and amelogenin for sex 
determination. A green square indicates a full genotype, yellow indicates an allelic drop out, and 
a pink square indicates a locus drop out. The DNA input was computed by multiplying the 
concentration by the volume of sample used for the amplification reaction. The DNA input 
ranges from 1.6 pg – 2000 pg and a lower STR success rate was observed in samples with an 
input less than 100 pg. Samples with <102 pg of DNA input resulted in high profile partials and 
low partials profiles. The amount of DNA used in the STR amplification prior to capillary 
electrophoresis was a predictor for STR success with only samples below 100pg of input 
showing allelic drop out. This is consistent with published validation data for the human DNA 
quantification kit employed here (Holt et al., 2016). An exception is sample 30L; with 101pg 
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input this sample this sample has more allelic drop out than some lower DNA samples. The 
degradation value for this sample was 1.5 indicating moderate degradation. The internal positive 
control for this sample was consistent with other samples and did not show signs of inhibition. 
 
 
Table 1. Heat map of the STR results for the sebaceous samples (n=20) 
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The microscope score was included for each sample to illustrate the score was not a good 
predictor of STR success. For example, sample 34L was scored 4, but produced a low partial 
profile. In contrast, twelve of the samples that were scored 2 or 3 produced full profiles. Overall, 
several samples with the same microscopy score did have different STR success. 
 
      
In Table 2, again the colored squares represent the results of each STR locus. A green square 
indicates a full genotype, yellow indicates an allelic drop out, and a pink square indicates a locus 
drop out. 
 
Table 2. Heat map of the STR results for Eccrine samples. 
 
 
 
Because the eccrine samples had a low DNA yield, the DNA input for the PCR reaction was low 
ranging from 2 pg – 275 pg. This affected the STR success and resulted in only one full profile, 
which was the sample with the highest DNA input (275 pg). The sample with the lowest DNA 
input produced a STR profile that was not suitable for comparison as it did not yield any 
complete heterozygote STR loci. Similar to the sebaceous samples, DNA input had a direct 
influence on the STR success. Since the DNA input was low, low STR success rate had been 
expected.  The microcopy score was not a reliable predictor of STR success because two samples 
(2EL and 5EL) that were scored 2 yielded different classifications of profiles. Additionally, 3EL 
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was given a score of 3 and generated a low partial profile. The low quality STR profiles 
produced from eccrine samples would benefit from proteomic analysis, which has the potential 
to enhance the genetic information available. 
 
Table 3. Summary of the STR profile classifications of Sebaceous and Eccrine samples. 
Classification  Sebaceous (n=20)  Eccrine (n=5)  
  Number of 
Samples  
Percentage of 
Samples 
Number of 
Samples  
Percentage of 
Samples 
Full Profile  15  75 %  1 20 % 
High Partial Profile  3  15 %  1 20 % 
Low Partial Profile   2  10 %  2 40 % 
Not Suitable  0  0 %  1 20 % 
      
Table 3 summarizes the STR profile quality from both fingerprint sample types. A full profile 
contains complete genotypes at all STR loci, a high partial profile contains 8 or greater complete 
STR loci, a low partial profile contains less than 8 complete STR loci, and not suitable does not 
contain any complete heterozygote STR loci. When comparing the STR profile success between 
the sebaceous and eccrine prints, the sebaceous samples were more successful with 75% full 
profiles generated from fingerprint samples. These results were consistent with previous 
literature, which produced 70% full profiles and 30% high partial profiles from sebaceous thumb 
print samples (Kranes et al., 2017). Consistent with their lower DNA content, most of the eccrine 
samples produced only low partial profiles, with one not suitable for comparison. In casework, 
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these sample with low STR success would be good candidates for proteomic analysis to enhance 
the genetic information. 
 
Protein 
The protein fractions were quantified using a fluorometric assay, and then shipped on dry ice to 
Livermore National Laboratory for LC-MS/MS analysis. 1 ul of protein fraction was injected 
into the Q Exactive Plus Orbitrap Quadrupole-Mass Spectrometer fitted with Easy-nLC 1000 
HPLC, and the data was analyzed with Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA). Figure 2 shows the relationship between the protein yield and the number of 
peptides detected. Figure 3 demonstrates the relationship between the LC-MS/MS results for 
protein identification and peptide detection. The differences in protein detection between 
sebaceous samples and eccrine samples are illustrated in figure 4. 
  
Figure 2. Relationship between protein yield and LC-MS/MS results (n=25). 
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The scatter plot above illustrates the relationship between the protein quantification using the 
fluorometric assay and the number of peptides detected with LC-MS/MS. The peptide 
concentration in ng/ul is shown above along with the number of peptides detected from 1 ul LC-
MS/MS extract input. The correlation coefficient, R, was determined to be 0.077. This indicates 
there is not a correlation between the quantification and LC-MS/MS results. One sample had a 
negative concentration value, but 30 peptides were detected in that sample. In comparison, 
another sample had 7 peptides detected and had a concentration of 49 ng/ul. The assay was able 
to detect as little as 0.5 ng/ul. One would expect a sample with a low peptide concentration to 
also have a low number of proteins detected. However, the results of the concentration and LC-
MS/MS results are not consistent with each other.  During testing with the Pierce™ Quantitative 
Fluorometric Peptide Assay there were problems with high levels of background fluorescence in 
the negative controls. Therefore, it is more likely that this lack of correlation is connected to a 
problem with the quantification assay rather than the LC-MS/MS results. It would be worth 
investigating other methods of quantification for these sample types. Since this was a post-
trypsinization quantification, it would be interesting to see if pre-digestion quantification of total 
protein would correlate with the LC-MS/MS protein count.  
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Figure 3. Relationship between protein and peptide detection with LC-MS/MS (n=25) 
 
According to Merkley, Wunschel, Wahl, & Jarman (2019), a common enzyme used in 
proteomics to digest proteins is trypsin. Trypsin is highly specific when breaking peptide bonds 
since it only targets bonds immediately next to lysine and arginine residues on the C-terminus 
side. The digested peptides typically contain two or three positive charges and are about 14 
amino acids in length, which can be separated by LC-MS/MS instrumentation. The digestion site 
specificity allows for amino acid sequence determination (Merkley et al., 2019). The Lawrence 
Livermore LC-MS/MS data were analyzed using the Proteome Discoverer Software (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Peptides were identified through their amino acid sequence. 
Protein interferences were made when two or more peptides were detected. The number of 
proteins and peptides detected for each sample was plotted to determine if a correlation exists. 
The results show that as the number of proteins increased, the number of peptides increased as 
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well. The LC-MS/MS indicated a correlation between the number of proteins and peptides 
detected in sebaceous and eccrine samples (R=0.85). This result was expected because the higher 
the number of peptides, the higher the relative quantity of proteins from which they are derived 
(Carlson et al., 2018).  
 
 
Figure 4. Relationship between number of proteins detected and DNA yield for all samples 
(n=25) 
The relationship between number of proteins and DNA yield for sebaceous and eccrine samples 
is shown in figure 4. The correlation coefficient (R=0.18) illustrates there is no correlation. This 
means that as the DNA yield increases, there is no tendency for the number of proteins detected 
to increase or decrease. As shown in figure 4, samples with DNA yield less than 1000 pg had a 
large range of proteins detected. The average number of proteins detected for both sample types 
was 28 ± 22 proteins. The samples with the lowest DNA yield (4.2 pg) had 32 proteins detected, 
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which was higher than the average number of proteins detected across all samples. This sample 
was also the only sample to yield STR results that were not suitable for comparison. This sample 
is an example for the presence of proteins in the absence of DNA and demonstrates the potential 
proteins may have to provide identifying information when DNA yields are insufficient.   
 
 
Figure 5. Number of identified proteins in sebaceous (n=20) and eccrine (n=5) samples  
 
The box and whisker plot shown above in Figure 5 illustrates the protein counts for sebaceous 
and eccrine samples. The boxes represent the interquartile ranges, the line represents the median 
values, and the “X” represents the averages. The sebaceous samples (n=20) had an average count 
of 26 ± 22 proteins. The eccrine samples (n=5) has an average count of 39 ± 20 proteins. The 
large standard deviation indicates shedder status may also play a role in protein deposition.  The 
protein detection results indicate the sebaceous samples had a larger range of the number of 
proteins detected across all samples. The eccrine samples had a higher mean of proteins detected 
than sebaceous samples. Although the protein numbers for both sample types were different 
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(Figure 5), this difference was not statistically different at a significance level of 0.05 (p-value = 
0.153). The eccrine sample with the lowest DNA yield (E01, 4.2 ng) had 30 proteins detected. 
This result suggests even when DNA recovery is low leading to low STR success, proteomic 
information may be available to enhance genetic information. A total of 106 proteins were 
detected in the sebaceous samples, which is slightly higher than previously literature detecting up 
to 95 proteins in fingerprints on brass cartridge casings (Sterling et al., 2019).  Of these 106 
proteins, only seven proteins were detected in 80% or greater of samples (n=20) and are shown 
in Table 4 as the most abundant proteins (see Appendix, Table 1 for full list of proteins).   
 
Table 4. Most Abundant Proteins Found in Sebaceous Samples 
 Proteins Detected in Sebaceous 
Samples 
% Detected 
 (n=20) 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 10 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 9 95 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 95 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1b 90 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal 85 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 5 80 
 
The functions of the most commonly detected proteins were identified using the free online 
source UniProt Knowledgebase (https://www.uniprot.org/). These proteins were all keratin type I 
and II, and had a role in epithelial cells and formation of the cytoskeleton. Keratin type I 10 plays 
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a role in the epidermal barrier om plantar skin (UniProtKB - P13645). Keratin type II 1 and 1b 
both play a role in the formation of the cornified envelope (UniProtKB P04264 and Q7Z794). 
Keratin type I 14, keratin type II 2, and keratin type II 5 are all involved in the formation of the 
cytoskeleton of epithelial cells (UniProtKB- P02533, P35908, and P13647). This result is 
consistent with a previous skin proteome article, which states that the most abundant proteins 
detected in skin samples were keratins (Parkinson et al., 2014). The keratins detected from our 
LC-MS/MS analysis were also detected in this article.  All seven keratin proteins shown in Table 
4 were also observed in the paper by Sterling et al. (2019). The most prominent proteins found in 
skin was keratin 2 and keratin 9, which were also detected in abundance in our results. Borja et 
al. (2019) also found keratin 9 to be high represented in palmer skin and underrepresented in 
other skin types. The other keratins were detected in all samples such as keratin 16, keratin 6C, 
keratin 6B, keratin 78, keratin 4, keratin 80, and keratin 8.  
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Table 5. Ten Proteins Detected Only in Sebaceous Samples  
Proteins Only Detected in Sebaceous Samples 
% Detected (n=20) 
14-3-3 protein sigma 
10 
Calmodulin-like protein 5 5 
Cathepsin D 25 
Filaggrin 20 
Galectin-7 40 
Immunoglobin heavy constant gamma 1 5 
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 6B 15 
Ribonuclease 7 5 
Serpin B3 25 
Thymidine phosphorylase 5 
 
A total of 48 proteins were detected only in sebaceous sample (refer to Appendix, Table 1). 
Table 5 list 10 examples of the proteins that were exclusive for sebaceous prints. The rate of 
detection ranged from 5%-40%. The protein with the greatest detection was galectin, which was 
detected in 8 samples. Galectin-7 is a Pro-apoptotic involved in normal cell growth (UniProtKB - 
P47929). Calmodulin-like protein 5 is involved with terminal differentiation of keratinocytes 
(UniProtKB - Q9NZT1).  14-3-3 protein sigma plays a role in regulating protein synthesis and 
epithelial cell growth (UniProtKB - P31947). Cathepsin D is a type of protease responsible for in 
intracellular protein breakdown (UniProtKB - P07339). Keratin 6B plays a role in cornification 
(UniProtKB - P04259). Serpin B3 is a known protease inhibitor (UniProtKB - P29508). 
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Immunoglobulin heavy constant gamma 1 are secreted glycoproteins (UniProtKB - P01857). 
Ribonuclease 7 has known RNAse activity (UniProtKB - Q9H1E1). Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 
27 is involved in cornification and keratinization (UniProtKB - Q7Z3Y8). Eukaryotic translation 
initiation factor 6 is a positive regulator of translation (UniProtKB - P56537). Filaggrin is 
involved in the formation of the cornified envelope (UniProtKB - P20930). Thymidine 
phosphorylase may have a role in providing integrity to blood vessels (UniProtKB - P19971). 
With the exception of the immunoglobulin protein and thymidine phosphorylase, the proteins 
detected only in sebaceous were primarily involved in the differentiation of keratinocytes, 
regulation of protein synthesis, formation in cornified envelope or involved in protein 
breakdown. These results are consistent with Eckhart et al. (2013) who describes the 
differentiation of keratinocytes and expression of different markers involved with the different 
stages of keratinization. An important protein mentioned in this paper was filaggrin. Filaggrin is 
described as the main component of keratohyalin granules, which is found in the granular layer 
and a part of the epidermal differentiation complex. The paper also specifically mentions the 
important involvement of lysosomal proteases, such as cathepsin D, during cornification 
(Eckhart et al., 2013). Cathepsin D was also detected in fingerprints by Drapel, Becue, Champod, 
& Margot (2009), which further confirms its presence in fingerprints. 
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Table 6. Abundant Proteins Detected in Eccrine Samples (n=5) 
Proteins Only Detected in Sebaceous 
Samples 
% Detected (n=5) 
Cystatin-A 100 
Dermcidin 100 
Hornerin 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 10 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 16 100 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 9 100 
Keratin, type II cuticular Hb2 100 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 100 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1b 100 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal 100 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 5 100 
Annexin A2 80 
Arginase-1 80 
Desmoplakin 80 
Filaggrin-2 80 
Junction plakoglobin 80 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 78 80 
Keratinocyte proline-rich protein 80 
Peroxiredoxin-2 80 
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Plakophilin-1  80 
Prolactin-inducible protein 80 
Protein-glutamine gamma-
glutamyltransferase E 80 
Serpin B12 80 
Zinc-alpha-2-glycoprotein 80 
 
Eccrine samples had a higher number of abundant proteins as depicted in Table 6. Out of 69 
total detected proteins, 12 were observed in all samples and 13 were detected in 80% of samples 
(see Appendix, Table 2 for full list of proteins). All abundant proteins detected in sebaceous 
samples (Table 4) were also detected in eccrine samples. In addition to the keratin proteins, 
several other proteins were detected in all eccrine samples including Cystatin-A, Dermcidin, and 
Hornerin. Cystatin-A plays an important role in mediating cell-cell adhesion in the lower levels 
in the epidermis (UniProtKB - P01040). Dermcidin has been established to have antimicrobial 
activity and is secreted in sweat where it’s transported to the epidermal surface (UniProtKB - 
P81605). Hornerin is a protein involved in the cornified cell envelopes of human epidermis 
(UniProtKB - Q86YZ3). Based on these biological functions, the detection of these proteins was 
expected, and their detection can be explained by the protein’s involvement in the epidermis. The 
second column shows proteins detected in 4 out of 5 eccrine samples. Annexin-2 has a high 
expression in epithelial cells (UniProtKB - P07355). Desmoplakin is a protein found to have 
high expression in the skin and is known to play in role in cell-cell adhesion for cytoskeletal 
organization in the epidermis (UniProtKB - P15924). Flaggerin-2 has an established role in 
normal cell-cell adhesion in cornified cell layers (UniProtKB - Q5D862). Plakophilin-1 was also 
detected in the eccrine samples and plays a role in desmosome formation specifically in the 
lower suprabasal of the epidermis (UniProtKB - Q13835). Based on the biological functions 
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mentioned, most of the abundant proteins detected in eccrine samples were consistent with 
having a role in the epidermis or sweat itself. 
 
Table 7. Proteins Detected in Eccrine and Not Sebaceous Samples 
Proteins Detected in Eccrine Only % Detected (n=5) 
Plakophilin-1 80 
Catalase 60 
Transcriptional adapter 2-beta 60 
Corneodesmosin 40 
Midasin 40 
Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2B 40 
Dermokine 20 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 24 20 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 71 20 
Serpin B7 20 
Transketolase 20 
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Table 7 list the eleven proteins that were detected in eccrine samples, but not in sebaceous 
samples (refer to Appendix, Table 2). The most commonly detected eccrine protein was 
plakophilin-1 (80%, 4 samples). Catalase and transcriptional adapter 2-beta were detected in 3 
samples. Corneodesmosin, midasin, and serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2B were detected 
in 4 samples. Dermokine, keratin 24, keratin 71, serpin B7, and transketolase were detected in 
only 1 sample. Plakophilin-1 is known for desmosome formation in the lower suprabasal of the 
epidermis. Catalase is responsible for decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen 
(UniProtKB - P04040). Corneodesmosin plays an important role for integrity of the epidermal 
barrier (UniProtKB - Q15517). Midasin is responsible for the release of assembly factors from 
the ribosomal subunit precursors. Dermokine (UniProtKB - Q6E0U4) and keratin type II 
cytoskeletal 24 (UniProtKB - Q2M2I5) are involved with the cornified envelope assembly. 
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 71, however, has an important role in hair formation. There want any 
indication of serpin B7 and transketolase was proteins involved in skin formation or sweat 
secretion. The majority of the more abundant proteins had an important role in the epidermis. 
This would support its detection in eccrine samples and illustrates our method for digesting 
peptide and identifying proteins in fingerprint residue was successful.  
 
Microscopy 
All unstained images were scored 1-4 based on cellular material present. Figure 5 demonstrates 
the differences in cellular material present by showing an image from each score.  In addition to 
scoring unstained prints, the number of red nuclei visible after staining and the number of 
unstained particles were counted. Table 8 summarizes all results.  
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Eccrine Samples Sebaceous Samples 
Score 1       
 
Sample 01ER  
 
 
 
      
     Not Applicable 
Score 2 
 
  Sample 02ER 
    
Sample 18L 
Score 3 
 
Sample 03ER 
 
Sample 21R 
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Score 4 
 
Sample 04ER 
 
Sample 35R 
 
Figure 5. Microscopic Scoring to Represent the Difference in Cellular Material in Fingerprint 
Residue. 
The images shown above represent the unstained sebaceous and eccrine samples taken at 40X 
magnification. The microscopy score increases with the density of the visible cellular debris. The 
goal was to explore a possible correlation between the amount of cellular debris and DNA and 
protein content. Correlation testing results are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 below. The eccrine 
samples had at least one sample with each possible microscopy score. The sebaceous samples 
did not have a sample with a microscopy score of 1, which is why score 1 was not applicable to 
sebaceous samples. The oily component seen on the slides is probably sebum and was unique to 
sebaceous samples.  
 
The data show that on average the sebaceous samples had a higher amount of overall cellular 
debris and more particles present. The eccrine samples had a larger average of nuclei present 
than the sebaceous samples, but most samples contained only 1 or 2 nuclei except for 3 samples. 
The successful detection of nuclei in fingerprint samples is consistent with Oleiwi et al. (2015), 
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who also conducted a microscopic examination of fingerprints, and found an average of 8 
nuclei/nucleated cells in fingerprint samples. 
 
 
Table 8. A summary of the microscopy scores for sebaceous and eccrine samples  
 
  
Sebaceous 
(n=20) Eccrine (n=5) p- Value 
Unstained Score Average 2.9 2.4 0.36 
 
Standard 
Deviation 0.85 1.14  
Number of 
Nuclei Average 1.25 1.6 0.44 
 
Standard 
Deviation 0.55 1.14  
Number of 
Particles  Average 5.65 4.6 0.71 
 
Standard 
Deviation 3.36 1.52  
 
The average nuclei counts obtained here are not comparable to Oleiwi et al (2015).  The nuclei 
count presented here was obtained after handwashing and deliberate face touching and from a 
single image representing a fraction of the fingerprint taken at 400X magnification.  In the other 
study volunteers washed their hands but not did touch their face, and the counted was based on 
the entire surface of prints of various sizes, thus not clearly defining the field used for counting 
(Oleiwi et al., 2015).  
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Table 8 also lists significance testing results comparing sebaceous to eccrine prints The p-value 
of the three parameters indicate there was not statistical difference between the two types of 
prints. Notable is the fact that the standard deviations of the three mean estimates were large. 
This indicates the data was spread out over a wider range of values. This was not surprising as 
previous literature suggested that shedder status may cause large variation between individuals 
(Zoppis et al 2014; Stanciu et al 2015; Quinones & Daniel, 2012). 
 
Data Analysis  
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using R to determine if there was a statistically 
significant difference between the group means of DNA yield as well as the number of proteins 
detected based on the cellular debris present. In order to determine if there is evidence for such a 
difference, one-way ANOVA was conducted at the 95% confidence level. The null hypothesis 
for ANOVA states the groups means are all equal, H0=0. To reject the null hypothesis and 
conclude the group means are statistically different (Ha, the alternative hypothesis), the p-value 
must be less than or equal to the significance level of 0.05. Figures 7 and 9 illustrate the 
distribution of the DNA yield (pg) for each microscopy score in sebaceous and eccrine samples, 
respectively. The distribution of proteins detected and identified by LC-MS/MS for each 
microscopy score is shown in Figures 11 and 13 for sebaceous and eccrine samples, 
respectively. 
Linear regression analysis was performed to determine whether the microscopy score, which 
represents cellular debris, was a good predictor of DNA yield and protein count in sebaceous and 
eccrine samples. The greater the absolute value of the correlation coefficient obtained from linear 
regression, the stronger the correlation. A positive value indicates a positive correlation between 
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the two variables, and a negative value indicates a negative correlation between two values.  
Figures 8 and 10 illustrate the linear regression plots for the DNA yield (pg) and cellular debris 
in sebaceous and eccrine samples, respectively. The same plots for protein counts and cellular 
debris are shown in Figures 12 and 14 for sebaceous and eccrine samples, respectively. 
 
     
Figure 7. Relationship between Cellular Material and DNA Yield in Sebaceous Samples (n=20) 
The box and whisker plot shown above in Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of DNA yields 
based on microscopy score for sebaceous samples. The sebaceous samples had been analyzed 
using a light microscope and scored based on cellular material present. As discussed above, the 
DNA yield for each microscopy score had a large range. Based on the box plot shown above, the 
DNA yield and microscopy score do not appear to show an association. If there was a positive 
dependence between DNA yields and microscopy score, a higher microscopy score would be 
expected to correspond to higher DNA yield.  Conclusions based on visual examination of the 
figure are confirmed by the p-value obtained for the sample, 0.9428 which is much larger than 
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0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and there is no quantitative evidence 
within the sample that the parameters are different at the 95% level of confidence. This result is 
consistent with previous literature investigating the contributions of cellular and genetic 
components in touch samples. A 2015 study found the majority of DNA detected in their 
samples was extracellular and did not depend on how many epidermal cells were detected 
(Stanciu et al., 2015).  
 
 
Figure 8. Correlation between Cellular Material and DNA Yield in Sebaceous Samples (n=20) 
The DNA yield (pg) for the sebaceous samples was plotted as a function of microscopy score in 
Figure 8. A trendline was added to determine if microscopy score was a reliable predictor of 
DNA yield. The correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0. This indicates there was not a 
relationship between the cellular debris and DNA yield. This result is consistent with previous 
literature investigating the contributions of cellular and genetic components in touch samples. A 
2015 study found the majority of DNA detected in their samples was extracellular and not 
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correlated to how many epidermal cells were detected (Stanciu et al., 2015) . Ostojic et al. 
(2014), assigned cell density scores to single fingerprints and found there was not a correlation 
between cell density and DNA typing success. The results support these findings and a lack of 
correlation between cell density and STR results is also shown in table 1. 
 
Figure 9. Relationship between Cellular Material and DNA Yield in Eccrine Samples (n=5) 
The box and whisker plot shown above in Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of DNA yields 
based on microscopy score. Since the sample size was five, the typical components of a box and 
whisker plot are not be very informative. The eccrine samples also had been scored based on 
cellular material present. Two samples were scored “2” and had a similar DNA yield (55 pg and 
52.5 pg). They are overlapped in the plot above. Based on the plot, it appears the sample with a 
microscopy score of 4 yielded the most DNA. The total DNA yield for each sample and its 
microscopy score was again analyzed using analysis of variance to detect if there is evidence 
between their means. The p-value was 0.1034, which indicates the null hypothesis again cannot 
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be rejected. The means for DNA yields based on microscopy score were not statistically different 
based on cellular debris. 
 
 
Figure 10. Correlation between Cellular Material and DNA Yield in Eccrine Samples (n=5) 
The relationship between microscopy score and DNA yield in eccrine samples is shown in 
Figure 10. The correlation coefficient for the linear regression performed was calculated to be 
0.8006. This suggests there is a strong association between the DNA yield and cellular debris in 
eccrine samples. The sample with the lowest density of cellular debris (based on microscopy 
score) also had the lowest DNA yield. Similarly, the sample with the highest density of cellular 
debris also had the highest DNA yield. Two samples with a microscope score of 2, which 
illustrates similar density of cellular debris, had similar DNA yields (55 pg and 53 pg). This is 
unexpected since eccrine samples theoretically should have a higher amount of cell free DNA 
secreted with sweat (Quinones & Daniel 2012). This sample size is too small to draw definite 
conclusions, it would be beneficial to expand the eccrine sample size to confirm this relationship. 
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Figure 11. Relationship between Cellular Material and Proteins Detected in Sebaceous Samples 
(n=20) 
The sebaceous sample cellular material score was also evaluated regarding protein content. The 
number mean of proteins detected for each sample was analyzed using ANOVA with respect to 
their corresponding microscopy scores. A p-value of 0.0885 was calculated. This p-value was 
greater than 0.05, therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, and the group means were not 
detected to be statistically distinct. 
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Figure 12. Correlation between Cellular Material and Proteins Detected in Sebaceous Samples 
(n=20) 
Next, the number of proteins detected was plotted as a function of microscopy score in Figure 
12. The correlation coefficient for the linear regression performed was found to be 0.3912, which 
suggest a moderate positive correlation. As shown above, the highest number of detected 
proteins with a microscopy score of 1 was ~ 40, microscopy score of 2 was ~60, and a 
microscopy score of 3 was ~80. The increase in proteins detected and increase in microscopy 
score suggest there may be a moderate correlation between the numbers of proteins detected and 
the cellular material present. Other studies have shown that proteins are a major component of 
fingerprints (Ramotowaski, 2001; Girodet al., 2012; Oonk, et al.,S., Schuurmans, T., Pabst, M., 
Louis C. P. M. De Smet, & Puit, M. D., 2018). Additional research used antibodies to label and 
visualize fingerprint residue, which confirmed the presence of proteins on touched items (Drapel 
et al., 2009). 
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Figure 13. Relationship between Cellular Material and Proteins Detected in Eccrine Samples 
(n=5) 
The eccrine sample’s microscope scores were compared under ANOVA with respect to the 
number of detected proteins. Box plots of this data shown in Figure 13 illustrates the number of 
proteins arranged by density of cellular residue. This p-value (0.3333) was greater than 0.05, thus 
indicating the group means are not statistically different and the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected. 
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Figure 14. Relationship between Cellular Material and Proteins Detected in Eccrine Samples 
(n=5) 
The relationship between cellular debris and proteins in eccrine samples is shown in Figure 14. 
The correlation coefficient of the linear regression fit was calculated to be 0.5532, which suggest 
a moderate positive correlation. This means as the cellular debris increases, the number of 
proteins detected also increases. However, two samples had a microscopy score of “2” 
illustrating similar density of cellular debris and had a different number of proteins detected. One 
sample had 13 proteins detected and the other had 53 proteins detected. Because of the small 
sample size, it is unclear whether the results of this relationship are reliable. That is, since many 
of the eccrine proteins are secreted and not associated with a structural component, there is less 
of an expectation to see a correlation between visible cell structures and overall protein content. 
It would be beneficial to expand the eccrine sample size to confirm this relationship. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
Although fingerprints were originally used for pattern recognition, extensive research and 
advancements in instrumentation has allowed for the extraction of additional identifying 
information. This study presents a method for simultaneous extraction of DNA and peptides, as 
well as a microscopic examination of sebaceous and eccrine fingerprint samples. A strength of 
this study is the fact that three different data sets [DNA yield, number of proteins identified, and 
cell/nuclei content] were generated for each volunteer. This was only possible because samples 
could be separated into DNA and protein fractions. This research is one of only a few studies 
using eccrine samples.  Comparing the two sample types generated new information. The DNA 
yields in sebaceous samples were significantly higher than the DNA recovered from eccrine 
samples. The LC-MS/MS results showed a greater number of proteins in eccrine than sebaceous, 
but the difference was not significant. The low quality STR profiles produced from eccrine 
samples can benefit from proteomic supplementation. These results confirm the presence of 
DNA proteins in fingerprint residue, as well as the suitability of an extraction method allowing 
for compatible downstream analysis resulting in STR profiles and LC-MS/MS peptide detection. 
Additionally, the range of DNA yields and protein detected was large. This supports previous 
findings that shedder status influences the amount of material left behind on touched items. The 
presence of nuclei in the stained samples suggest that some cells will retain their nucleus as they 
differentiate toward the outer surface. Since the extraction method employed in this study did not 
pellet cells, and both cellular and cell free DNA was recovered, the lack of relationship between 
DNA yields and cellular debris may be attributed to the “invisible” cell free DNA component. 
This study employed a nuclear stain; it would be worthwhile to repeat the microscopy parameters 
with a DNA  specific stain. It would be a better indicator of DNA present within the fingerprint 
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samples potentially providing a more reliable understanding of the relationship between DNA 
content and fingerprint residue. 
 
The abundant proteins detected in both fingerprints’ types were previously shown to have a 
general role in the cytoskeleton of epithelial cells, providing structural integrity, regulation, and 
keratinocyte differentiation. Although it was not employed in this project, research has shown 
the detection and validation of GVPs in fingerprints (Borja et al., 2019). The next step in this 
study would be to identify and validate GVPs from the most abundant proteins detected in our 
fingerprint samples. Applying a random match probability and likelihood ratios would further 
evaluate the values of the GVPs. More research needs to be completed prior to using this 
technique in casework. The discovery of rare GVP would increase the proteomic information 
value obtained from fingerprints, especially for mixed samples.  
 
A limitation of this study was the small sample size for eccrine samples. Based on the protein 
data, some proteins were only observed in sebaceous and others only in eccrine. A comparison of 
different proteins in both sample types would allow for additional information regarding the type 
of sample. To confirm the proteins detected in eccrine samples, the sample size should be 
expanded.  Another limitation was the pristine nature of the samples. The samples in this study, 
and many other studies, were collected under ideal conditions and are not entirely representative 
of samples encountered in forensic investigations. For example, donors washed and dried hands 
to remove foreign DNA. Touch DNA samples typically contain mixtures, which would make the 
interpretation of bi-allelic markers more challenging. Additionally, the samples were deposited 
onto glass slides, which allows for optimal recovery. However, fingerprints can be deposited on 
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various substrates.  Future research would have to incorporate this technique with mock forensic 
samples to evaluate the potential use in casework. 
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Appendix 
As mentioned previously, the peptide digests were sent to Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory for LC-MS/MS analysis. One of the results of this type of analysis was the different 
proteins detected in fingerprint samples. An overall total of 117 different proteins were detected 
in this study. The complete list of proteins detected in sebaceous samples are shown in Table 1. 
Out of the 106 different proteins detected, 48 proteins were unique to sebaceous samples and 
were not detected in eccrine samples. The unique proteins are shown as red text in Table 1. The 
complete list of proteins detected in eccrine samples are shown in Table 2. A total of 69 different 
proteins were detected and eleven of these proteins were unique to eccrine samples. The proteins 
unique to eccrine are shown in red text in Table 2. 
 
Table 1. Complete List of Proteins Detected in Sebaceous Samples (n=20) 
14-3-3 protein sigma  Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 23  
78 kDa glucose-regulated protein  Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 27  
Alpha-2-macroglobulin-like protein 1  Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 9  
Alpha-enolase  Keratin, type II cuticular Hb2  
Annexin A1  Keratin, type II cuticular Hb5  
Annexin A2 Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 
Arachidonate 12-lipoxygenase, 12R-
type  
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1b  
Arginase-1  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal 
Bleomycin hydrolase  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 4  
Calmodulin-like protein 5  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 5  
Calpain-1 catalytic subunit  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 6A  
Carbonic anhydrase 12  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 6B  
Carboxypeptidase A4  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 7  
Caspase-14  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 78  
Cathepsin D Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 80  
Cystatin-A Keratinocyte proline-rich protein  
Dermcidin Loricrin  
Desmocollin-1 Lysozyme C  
Desmocollin-3 Mucin-like protein 1  
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Desmoglein-1 Myosin-9  
Desmoplakin Nucleophosmin  
E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RAD18  Peroxiredoxin-1  
Elongation factor 2  Peroxiredoxin-2  
Extracellular matrix protein 1 Prolactin-inducible protein 
F-box only protein 50  Proteasome subunit beta type-5  
Fatty acid-binding protein, epidermal Protein CREG1  
Filaggrin  Protein POF1B 
Filaggrin-2 Protein S100-A11 
Formin-binding protein 1-like Protein S100-A14  
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase C  Protein S100-A16 
Galectin-12  Protein S100-A7  
Galectin-7  Protein S100-A8  
Gamma-glutamyl hydrolase Protein S100-A9  
Gamma-glutamylcyclotransferase  Protein S100-P  
Ganglioside GM2 activator  Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase E  
Gasdermin-A  Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase K  
Glutathione S-transferase P  Protrudin 
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase  
Pyruvate kinase PKM  
Glycerophosphodiester 
phosphodiesterase domain-containing 
protein 3  
Retroviral-like aspartic protease 1 
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein  Ribonuclease 7  
Heat shock protein beta-1  Serpin B12  
Histidine ammonia-lyase  Serpin B3 
Histone H4  Serpin B4 
Hornerin  Serum albumin 
Immunoglobulin heavy constant gamma 
1  
Short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase family 9C 
member 7  
Immunoglobulin kappa constant  Skin-specific protein 32  
Junction plakoglobin  Suprabasin  
Keratin, type I cuticular Ha6  Thioredoxin  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 10 Thymidine phosphorylase  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14 Transmembrane glycoprotein NMB  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 15  Ubiquitin thioesterase OTU1  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 16  WD repeat-containing protein 91  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 17  Zinc-alpha-2-glycoprotein 
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Table 2. Complete List of Proteins Detected in Eccrine Samples (n=20) 
Annexin A2  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1b 
Arginase-1  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal 
Caspase-14  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 4 
Catalase  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 5 
Corneodesmosin  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 6A  
Cystatin-A  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 7 
Dermcidin  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 71 
Dermokine  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 78 
Desmocollin-1  Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 80 
Desmocollin-3  Keratinocyte proline-rich protein 
Desmoglein-1  Lysozyme C  
Desmoplakin  Midasin  
Elongation factor 2  Peroxiredoxin-1 
Extracellular matrix protein 1 Peroxiredoxin-2 
F-box only protein 50 Plakophilin-1  
Fatty acid-binding protein, epidermal  Prolactin-inducible protein 
Filaggrin-2 Protein POF1B 
Formin-binding protein 1-like  Protein S100-A7 
Gamma-glutamyl hydrolase  Protein S100-A8 
Gamma-glutamylcyclotransferase  Protein S100-A9 
Gasdermin-A  Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase E  
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase  
Protein-glutamine gamma-glutamyltransferase K  
Heat shock protein beta-1 Pyruvate kinase PKM 
Hornerin  Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2B catalytic 
subunit alpha isoform 
Junction plakoglobin  Serpin B12 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 10  Serpin B7  
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14  Serum albumin 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 15  Skin-specific protein 32 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 16  Suprabasin 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 17  Thioredoxin 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 23  Transcriptional adapter 2-beta 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 24  Transketolase 
Keratin, type I cytoskeletal 9  WD repeat-containing protein 91 
Keratin, type II cuticular Hb2  Zinc-alpha-2-glycoprotein  
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1  
 
 
